
My Kisan Kitchen
Homepage

TEMPLATES

Large header image template

“Add a Little Pyaar” section template

Instagram Feed section template

Recipe Collections template

Footer template
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E

COMPONENTS

Logo

Sign Up/ Login buttons

Call to action statement

Search bar

Tag cloud with horizontal scroll (will 
populate with most common tags)

“Add a Little Pyaar” supporting 
image; will always have a white 
background

“Add a Little Pyaar” section title

“Add a Little Pyaar” scrolling gallery 
featuring images of di�erent posts

“Add a Little Pyaar” icon, heading 
and descriptor

Instagram feed section heading and 
descriptor

Instagram feed featuring images 
from Kisan’s instagram, also has 
UGC (moderated)

“Back to Top” button that scrolls up; 
to be on every page

“Recipe Collections” heading and 
descriptor

3 sets of lists of recipes; feature an 
image and a heading. 
All 3 boxes are linked to “Recipe Col-
lections” page

Footer info: Social media buttons

Footer info: Copyright information
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My Kisan Kitchen
Searching

1

COMPONENTS

If users type in the search bar, a 
drop-down gives suggested tags 
that can be chosen 
(Hover e�ect on “Chilli” shown)
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My Kisan Kitchen
Search results

TEMPLATES

Small header image template

Search results template

Search result item template
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H

COMPONENTS

Header shrinks to smaller size

Tag cloud swaps tags to relate to 
the item(s) entered in search bar

Search result heading; changes to 
what is entered in search bar

Sort result drop-down menu. 
Results can be sorted by:
Most Popular
Latest added
Quickest 

Search result item image

Search result item title and 
descriptor (Serving size and Prep 
time)

Search result item rating (as 
de�ned by users)

“Show More Results” button: loads 6 
more results; creates an endless 
scroll of results if user keeps press-
ing
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My Kisan Kitchen
Recipe card

TEMPLATES

Recipe card template;
A pop-up recipe window opens 
within the existing page

“Add a Little Pyaar” tip template- 
This tip is related to the recipe

Comment section template

I

J

K

COMPONENTS

The recipe card opens as a popup 
on the existing screen with a white 
overlay. The recipe card can be 
scrolled up and down but the 
screen at the back stays �xed in 
place

Top bar (with buttons) of the recipe 
card stays �xed as the user scrolls 
down

Close button; closes recipe popup; 
back to the search results

“Save” button; recipe added to 
user’s saved recipe collection. 
If user has not registered, this opens 
the “Sign Up” popup window (Tem-
plate R)

“Share” button; allows users to share 
recipe via Facebook or email

Recipe image

Recipe category; optional

Preparation time icon and info 
(icon changes per info)

Serving size icon and info 
(icon changes per info)

Recipe heading and rating

Ingredients list

Recipe text

Kisan branded iamge; 
changes per recipe

“Add a Little Pyaar” section title

“Add a Little Pyaar” post IMAGE

“Add a Little Pyaar” post title and 
descriptor

Comment section heading

“Add Your Comment” button;
opens pop-up window where 
registered users can comment and 
rate the recipe.
If user has not registered, this opens 
the “Sign Up” popup window

“Replies” button: 
Clicking this shows all replies to a 
comment.

“Reply” button:
Clicking this lets the user reply to 
the comment

“See all comments” button;
Clicking this loads all comments to 
continue an endless scroll

“Back to Top” button scrolls to the 
top of the recipe card
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My Kisan Kitchen
Add a Little Pyaar page

TEMPLATES

Small header image template

Large tip post template
(width of post remains constant but 
height can vary)

Small tip post template
(width of post remains constant but 
height can vary)

E

L

M

COMPONENTS (same for all posts)

“Add a Little Pyaar” post image

“Add a Little Pyaar” post heading

“Add a Little Pyaar” post body copy

“Save” button;
Tip added to user’s saved “Add a Little 
Pyaar” collection. 
If user has not registered, this opens 
the “Sign Up” popup window (Tem-
plate R)

“Share” button; allows users to share 
recipe via Facebook or email

Scrollable image carousel;
If the post has multiple images 
arrows appear that allow the user to 
browse through the gallery
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My Kisan Kitchen
Recipe Collections page

TEMPLATES

Small header image template

Recipe Collection Category tem-
plate

Collection Category post template
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COMPONENTS 

Recipe Collection heading and 
descriptor

Image of selected recipe. 
Scrollable gallery linked to the 
thumbnails of 6 recipes within the 
category

Recipe title and rating

Bried description of recipe

Recipe descriptors: Prep time and 
serving size

“Read Recipe” button opens Recipe 
card pop-up (Template I)

Thumbnails of the recipes included in 
the category. Default state is �rst 
recipe selected, the other thumbnails 
have a dark overlay till 
hovered over. Click to open a larger 
image (2)

Pagination; clicking on the �rst, 
second or third circle autoscrolls to 
the �rst, second or third collection 
section respectively
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My Kisan Kitchen
My Kisan Recipe page-
Favorite Recipes

TEMPLATES

Small header image template

Saved “My Kisan Kitchen” recipes 
section template

E

Q

COMPONENTS 

Display picture thumbnail; appears 
once user has logged into their 
account

“My Kisan Recipes” button:
once user has signed in, this button 
appears which links to this page 
where all their saved recipes and tips 
are collected

“Logout” button

Larger dispaly picture

User greeting text and number of 
saved collections

“Recipe” and “Tips” buttons; 
clicking “Recipes” opens Template Q

Recipe collection heading (User de-
�ned) and number of populated reci-
pes within 

Recipe image; click to open recipe 
card (Template I)

Recipe title and descriptors 
(Serving size and Prep time)
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My Kisan Kitchen
My Kisan Recipe page-
Favorite Tips

TEMPLATES

Small header image template

Saved “My Kisan Kitchen” Tips
section template

Small tip post template
(width of post remains constant but 
height can vary)

E
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COMPONENTS 

“Recipe” and “Tips” buttons; 
 clicking “Tips” opens Template R

“Add a Little Pyaar” tips  heading

Template M tip posts populate. These 
are all the tips the user had saved 
from the “Add a Little Pyaar”section
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My Kisan Kitchen
Sign Up popup screen

S

TEMPLATES

“Sign Up” popup templateS

COMPONENTS 

White overlay on previous screen 
appears when pop-up opens

“Close” button

“Sign Up” post heading

Pop-up body copy

Option to sign in with Facebook (rec-
ommended)

Option to sign up with email 
address
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